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Scavenger hunt around a neuroscience institute 
Test your problem-solving skills with our scavenger hunt around the core facilities of a neuroscience 
institute – Advanced Microscopy Facility, Fabrication Laboratory (FabLab), Neurobiological Research 
Facility (NRF) and MakerSpace.  

Remember to write down the letter you find at each stage to make up the mystery word! 

1. Can you solve our first virtual scavenger hunt clue? 
“When my heart is heavy, I cannot help but show it. What am I?”   

� Visit our microscopy facility virtual tour https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=E51K3vx7W2A 

� Write down the first letter once you have found the answer.  

 

2. Well done to those who solved our first clue, now 
here is our second riddle for you… 

“My tool of choice? It’s abundant at the beach. What am I?” 

� Visit our FabLab facility virtual tour: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=EFxbsmRRcwd  

� Write down the second letter once you have found the answer.  
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3. Two clues down and three to go. Here’s our next 
riddle for you. 

“I have keys, but no doors. You can enter, but not go out. I have 
space, but no room. What am I?” 

� Visit our virtual NRF tour: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=kdGrcp9FS6D 

� Write down the third letter once you have found the answer. 

 

 

4. Can you solve our fourth riddle?  
“I am strong and made of wire. I long for connections, that’s what I 
acquire. What am I?”  

� Visit our virtual MakerSpace tour: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=iQq4ZF4ou9B 

� Write down the fourth letter once you have found the answer.  
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5. Can you solve our final virtual scavenger hunt clue?  
“I can style a cap, but not on a head. I have a neck, but don’t need a 
bed. What am I?” 

� Visit our microscopy facility virtual tour: https://my.matterport.com/show/?m=E51K3vx7W2A 

� Write down the fifth and final letter once you have found the answer.  

 

 

6. Place the letters together to complete the mystery 
word. 
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